
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Designed by Yuriko Inadama                          

Welcome to Waseda Honjo !! 

●Environment 

Waseda University Honjo Senior High School is in Honjo city 

of Saitama prefecture.  The campus is large and rich in nature.  

It is situated at the foot of Mt.Okubo, and the entire site is 

856,498 ㎡.  And Mt.Okubo has a rumor that there are VIPERs!!, 

so a signboard written “Attention to VIPERs” is set up at the  

entrance of the forest.  Are you scared?  Don’t worry, our school 

has prepared the antidote.  Please enjoy the richness of nature. 

●Towards the world 

   In 1982, our school was established as one of the 

affiliated schools of Waseda University. Since 2011, the 

Ministry has allotted SSH budget to our school. SSH is 

short for Super Science High school. The government has 

requested us to develop of capable human resources.  So 

we have been participating in a lot of international 

programs so far.  WaISES will be held again this year 

following the last year. 

 

 

▲”Attention to VIPERs” 

01 9/20.sat 

after the opening ceremony 

of WaISES2013 



 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Honjo it came full-fledged fall, most students 

are wearing long-sleeves. We can pick many 

mushrooms and chestnuts in Mt. Okubo. 

2A Yuriko Inadama 

2A Tatsuya Igarashi 

2A Emi Taguchi 

(Waseda Honjo) 

 

Issued by WaISES TIMES section  (Committee of WaISES2014)    

Lecture of English Research Paper 
On August 23, WaISES 2014 advance 

training workshop took place at Waseda 

Univ. Honjo high school.  This workshop 

aimed at lecturing each domestic player how 

to write English paper.  

At the beginning of this workshop, the 

opening address was given by Mr. Handa and 

Mr. Mine. Next, Ms. Ono of Waseda Univ. 

Global Education Center gave us lectures, 

"How to write a science article ~Theory~" 

and "How to write a science article 

~Practice~".  On "Theory part", she 

explained roles of chapter and paragraph.  

On "Practice part", participants did an 

exercise based on what she told on the first 

half part.  To be concrete, they actually 

wrote "Introduction chapter" and "Conclusion 

chapter" of thesis on worksheets.  

Participants had only a limited few time to 

write, but tried hard to fill in the sheets. 

At the end of the workshop, Mr.Ogino, 

who belongs to the postgraduate course 

offered at Waseda Univ., explained why, 

what, and how we should quote from sources. 

In addition, participants thought about the 

boundaries between "Quotation" and 

"Plagiarism" from the point of view of 

definitions of these two words, and have 

reaffirmed that we must avoid "Plagiarism". 

   Many people enjoyed learning about 

writing papers in detail . 

 

Chisa Takagi (Ritsumeikan / student) 

paper iI knew how to write n English in detail 

paperbecause I have classes of writing . But I 

especially could learn about Introduction. 

Keima Miyamoto (Shizuoka Kita / student) 

thesisThe  that was written by Mr.Anthony is 

difficult for me.  But I had never known how to 

write a paper.  So I think today’s workshop is so 

important for me. 

Ms. Oroku (Seishin / teacher) 

I think my students take part in this workshop 

with fresh spirits.  I hope they make a new 

network and friendship with other school 

students.   

Voices of the participants 

VIPERs clear files 
  You can buy it at PAN-shop in 

our school. Maybe someone has 

noticed, a design of this clear file 

looks like the signboard of 

VIPERs. It is the most  popular 

thing at WaISES .¥200(Japan) 


